Save Time, Labor and Costs.

More functionality, less waste. Cut the roll and still have a pre-taped sheet remaining for curbs and walls.

Straighten kick out. Spend less time and effort positioning and aligning sheets.

Tape-to-Tape Application: Adhered and Ballasted

More productivity. Eliminate any need for primer and ensure a faster job, especially on cold days when primer flash-off can be unpredictable.

More certainty. Feel comfortable knowing seams are well protected from rooftop debris, adhesives and other contaminants.

Tape-to-Tape Application: Mechanically Fastened

More speed. Remove the perforated center liner, set the batten bar in the tape and start fastening instead of spending time laying out plates.

More protection. Our innovative perforated liner protects the tape from footprints and debris while driving fasteners.

More confidence. 20% stronger bond.

Tape-to-Standard-Sheet Application

More savings. Use wider non-taped sheets with FIT sheets to reduce per-square cost of seam tape.

More security. Keep less time-sensitive, pre-taped membrane on your roof with fewer storage hassles.